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near wake region of circular cylinders. The in-plane velocity
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field was measured

using a digital Particle Image velocimetry (pIV) technique. The vortical structures
are found to include inclined counter-rotating longituiinal vortices in the braids
ioining consecutive Kdrmdn vortices. A simple vortex-pair model is proposed to
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spanwise velocity modulation and a velocity spike of a nominally two-dimensional
vortex street.
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Introduction
culty of capturing three-dimensional features using convenIt hasbeenrecognisedin recentyearsthat the wake of a bluff tional single-point probes and partly because of the lack of
body developsthree-dimensionalvortical structures.William- understanding of flow three-dimensionalities. There has, howson(1988),Williamsonet al. (1995),Wei andSmith(1986), ever, been some success in using single sensors to measure the
Welshet al. (1992), Bays-Muchmore
and Ahmed(1993), and time-mean spanwise velocity profile in mixing layer investigaWu et al. (1994a, 1994b,1996) have all shown thar the three- tions. Huang and Ho (1990) studied the small-scale transition
dimensionalvortical structuresincludeinclinedpairsof counter- process of a mixing layer using an X-wire probe. They measured
rotatinglongitudinalvortices,having streamwiseand transverse the spanwise distribution of the time-mean streamwise velocity
vorticity components.They form rib-like structuresin the braids profile. The profiles contained clear wavy patterns, which they
joining successiveKdrm1n vortices.Similar three-dimensional pointed out were due to the formation of streamwise vorticel
vortical structureswere shown to exist in plane mixing layers (longitudinal vortices). The amplitude of the wavy pattern varies from 0.1 O to 0.2A (A is the averagevelocity of the mixing
by Bernaland Roshko(1986), amongotlers.
The developmentof three-dimensionalinstabilities and the layer), depending on streamwise distance.
formationof small-scalelongitudinalvorticesare relatedto locdl turbulenceproduction and fine-scalevelocity fluctuations
Experimental Arrangement and Facilities
(Hussain,1986,Ferreet al., 1990)in turbulentwakeflows.An
understandingof the fluid dynamicsinvolved is of greatinterest
Water Tunnel and Test Modets. A return-circuitwater
to fluid mechanicsin generaland in particularto engineering tunnel schematically shown in Fig. 1
was used for the experitechnologiesand computationalfluid dynamics.
ments. Water was pumped into a settling chamber containing
Wu et al. (1994b) showed,using a digital pIV technique, filters and a honeycomb and then passed through
a 4:l contracthat the vorticity of longitudinal vortices is twice that of the tion before entering the working section.
The water leaving the
Krirm6nvorticesupon which the former are superimposed.
This working section flowed via a 440 mm long duct into an outlet
is consistentwith the theory of Meiburg and Lasheras( lggg) reseryoir tank. The working section
is 770 mm long with a
thatthe longitudinalvorticesarebeingstretchedby the spanwise cross-section of 244 by 244 mm. The
walls are transparent,
vortices(i.e., Kr{rm6nvortices). This strongvorticity field in- being made of acrylic.
duced by the longitudinal vortices could be significantin the
Circular cylinders used in these experiments were made of
developmentof the K6rm6n vortex street.The presentwork 244 mm long polished plexiglass with
diametersof 3.3, 6.4 and
soughtto explorethis furtherby quantifyingtheyeiocitypertur- 9.4 mm. End-plates were used to reduce
the possible interferbation inducedin the wake by the longitudinalvortices.
ence of the boundary layer forming along the test section walls.
In this paper, the same digital PIV technique (Wu et al. The freestream velocity was uniform
to within I percent outside
1994b)was usedto obtain instantaneous
in-planevelocitv dis- the boundary layers and the longitudinal turbulence level was
tributionsin the wake of a circular cylinder.Quantitativeinfor- typically 0.1 percent when band-pass
filtered between 0.08 and
mation of the strengthof the longitudinal vortices and their 20 Hz. No clear spectral spikes were evident
in the longitudinal
influenceon the velocity distributionswere obtained.The data velocity signal.
obtainedmake it possibleto analysethe velocity perturbation
resultingfrom the longitudinalvortices,and to deveiopa simple
PIV Technique.
Flow was seededwith hollow microsphere
model that can predict the amplitudeof the spanwisevelocity beads with a mean diameter < 30 pm. An 8W argon-ion continmodulationand the magnitudeof apparentvelocity spikes.
uous laser beam was transmitted through a 50 pm diameter
It will be shown that the spanwisevelocity modulationcan multi-mode optical fibre and spread into a light sheet using a
be as large as two thirds of the freestreamvelocitv. due to cylindrical lens. The light scattered from the particles in ihe
the perturbationof the longitudinalvortices.Spanwisi velocity laser sheet was recorded using a "Videk" digital CCD camera
profilesofwakes arerarely reported,partly becauseofthe diffi- with a spatial resolution of 1280 x 1024 pixels; the light intensity signal was digitised into 256 levels (8-bit) on ipersonal
computer.
Single-frame, multiply-exposed particle images were
Contributed by the Fluids EngineeringDivision for publication in the JoURNAL
sampled and processed using software based on the young's
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ENGNEERtrTc.
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April 5, 1995;revisedmanuscriptreceivedApril 15, 1996.Aisociate Technical fringe method to give the in-plane velocity distribution. The
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words in-plane will be used in the paper to refer to the two-
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Fig. 2_ The PIV image plane was in the centerline plane of the cylinder
and 2D behind the back of the cylinder. The image size was 2.g x 2.?D.

dimensional plane where the pIV measurement was conducted
to giv_e_
two velocity components in that plane. The principle of

the_PJV techniquewas outlined in the early work of Barker
and Fourney (1977). Excellent reviews are availableon pIV
techniques,andreadersarereferredto Adrian ( l99l ) andBuchhave (1992). In the presentapplication,the young,s fringe
patternwas found by performingFFT calculationson a Silicon
Graphicsworkstationand an algorithm was used to calculate
the spacingand orientationof the fringe patternsto determine
the velocitv vectors.

Fig. 3 Velocity vector field with frame ol referenco (a) fixed to th€ cylin_
der, -(b) moving with the vortices at 60 percont 4.-ffr.
velocity lrid
resokrtion waa 0,5 mm, D : 9.4 mm, Re = 550.

The uncertaintyof the velocity measurementis 4 percentat
a confidencelevel of 95 percent.The uncertaintyofcirculation
is equal to that of the velocity measurements.
Results
Overview. The experimentswere conductedat Reynolds
numbersrangingfrom 140to 550.Becauseof the limited space,
datawill be presentedonly for Re : 550, which is wel above

Nomenclature
d : vortex core diameter (mm)
D = diameter of cylinder (mm)
Re : Reynolds number based on D and
Ue (non.)
Uo = freestream velocity (r/s)
t!,'ty : streamwise and spanwise flow
velocity (m/s)
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u^*:

maximum of spanwise profile of
a (m/s)
u'^* = the amplitude of velocity spike
(m/s)
Z : spanwise average of a (m/s)
t, 1' : streamwise and transverse coordinate, zero at cylinder center (mm)
z: spanwise coordinate (mm)

6u* : the amplitudeof spanwisemodulationof u (m/s)
6,il^* = the amplitude of variation of w
(m/s)
f = circulationofa longitudinalvortex (m2ls)
w, = y-dbectionvorticity component,
normal to the measurement
p l a n e( l / s )
Transactions of the ASME
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Fig. 5,Probability densityfunction distribution of circulation
oilongitudinalvorticesat Re : SS0,the data are nomalized by Uoana O,
ttre nimUer
of samples is SO

presentedby Wei and Smith (1986) and Wu et al.
911t9ry
( 1994a\.

Fig. a(b)
Fig..4 Typical streamline patterns at two arbitrary instants,
sampled
randomly in time at Re : 5S0 (the streamlines freie aie
not drawn at
constant intervals)

the transitional range for the onset of the three-dimensional
vortices (occurs at Re x 175, Williamson (1988) and
Wu et
al. (1994a)).

in-planevelocity distributionswere measured
. Instantaneous
rn a transverseplanelocated2D behindthe back of the cylinder
as shown
3n{ln a glale passingthroughthe cylindercentre_line,
in Fig. 2. The measurementplane was chosento cut across
the inclined longitudinal vortiies joining consecutiveKarman
vorticesin the wake. The measurementplane coveredan area
of 28D in the streamwiseand 2.2D in tG spanwisedirections.
A typical velocity vector field, showingflows in the transverse
plane,is presentedin Figs 3(a) and (b) at Re : 550.
The
f.uT:.lreference in Fig.3(a) is fixed io the cylinderwhile
in Fig. 3(D) it moves with the vortices.pairs of vortices can
be seento be spinningin oppositedirectionsalong the cylinder
span.
streamlinepatterns,as calculated
_ Two typical instantaneous
from the velocity data, are shown in fig. +, in a frame
of
referencemoving with the vortices.The co"unter_rotating
longi_
tudinal
-vortices,being intersectedby the measurementplaie,
are evidentas the mushroom-typestructures.As an interesting
comparison,readersare referredto the hydrogen_bubble
flow
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. SpanwiseVelocity Modulation. Clearly,the actionof lon_
gitudinalvorticeswill distort the velocity fieid of a vorrexstreet
r-esultingin spanwisevelocity modulation.The extent of this
distortion can be quantifiedfrom the pIV measuremenrs.
To do this, the circulation of a longitudinalvortex has been
estimatedby integratingvorticity over the area in which the
vorticity r,,r,is greaterthan 10 percentof wy*, where i.,r,is the
vorticity perpendicularto the measure-"nt jlun" and r.,"* is
the maximumvorticity perpendicularto the nieasurement
pline.
It should be pointed out that the circulation obtained in the
current,measurement
plane representsthe circulation of the in_
c.hnedlongitudinal vortices,as the circulation along a closed
line surroundinga vortex is independentof the way-theline is
drawn. A typical probability density function distribution (or
histogram)of measuredcirculation of longitudinal vortices,is
plotted in Fig. 5 for Re : 550. This has bleencalculatedfrom
5.0 frayes^of randomly sampledparticle images. Clearly the
strengthof the positive and the negativevortlcity in the two
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where U6 is the freestream velocity and D is the cylinder diameter. Measurements performed for a range of Reynolds numbers
reveal that this correlation is valid when the Reynolds number
is well above a transitional range, i.e., Re > 250 - 300.
Now that the circulation of the longitudinal vortices is known,
the induced spanwise velocity modulation can be estimated by
considering an ideal vortex pair in the ,r-z plane, as schematically shown in Fig. 6, where the 4-axis corresponds to the cylinder axis (spanwise direction). The parameter 6u-* shown in
the figure is used to characterise the level of velocity spanwise
modulation. Based on the above ideal vortex pair model, it is
elementary to show:

6u^*o29!

Q)

1fd

where d is the average vortex core diameter. Substituting the
correlation for I in ( I ), we get:

6u* = M3u"!
a

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 |

0.925

parts of a vortex pair is statistically balanced, as is expected.
The mean circulation can be expressed as:
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Fig.8 Probabilitydensitytunctionot the velocitymodulationamplitude
at Re : 550
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The vortex core diameteris found to be d = 0.5 D, which
is approximatelyhalf of the spanwisewavelengthof the vortices
(the spanwisewavelengthof the vorticeshas beenfound to be
approximatelyequal to one cylinder diameterby Williamson
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Fig. 7 Velocity spanwise modulation at 4 arbitrary instants, streamwise
velocity component u variation along cylinder span, the instantaneous
data were sampled randomly at Re : 55O
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Fig.9 Places of an imaginary hot-wire probo, No, i: aligned to the center
of the poeitive vorticity, No. 2: aligned to tfie controid of lire vortex pair,
No. 3: aligned to the centre of the negative vorticity
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(1?!8), Bays-Muchmoreand Ahmed (1993), and Wu et al.
.Velocity Spike. Imagine if an Eulerianprobe (e.g., a hot_
(l99aa)). The amplitudeof the spanwir" u"lo"ity modulation
wire probe or a LDA) were placed in a Otutt body wake to
can thereforebe estimatedas below, where d = O.SA is used:
measurethe_velocityvariation with time. Velocity fluctuations
6u^ x 0'66U0
(4) cau;ed.-bythe longitudinal vortices would be slnsed by the
p,1gF.if it were placed at the right position at the rightiime.
Typical spanwisemodulationsof the streamwisevelocitv With instantaneous
velocity datameisuredusing the pIV tech_
component,z, slicedthroughthe centresofpairs of longitudinal nique_,
it is possibleto "animate,, suchan event.iaylor's frozen
vortices, are plotted in Fig. 7 at four instants.It sliould be flow hypothesisis assumed
to be valid for a very short period
noted that the spanwisevariation of ulUs is dependenton the of time, during which
the flow structurescontainingthe vortices
streamwiselocation where the measurementii made. As the are to be convected
downstreamunchangedand ai the convec_
ulUs velocityprofiles in Fig. 7 are all takenslicing throughthe tive velocity of the vortex
street.This-transformationis ex_
centresof the longitudinalvorticesthey representth" maximum pressedas:
influence produced.On the other hand, the influence of the
spanwisevorticesis.to producea backgroundvelocity variation
(6)
f (x) = f (U,t)
ln the streamwisedirection,this becomesclear when a stream_
wise slice of the measurementplane is plotted as shown later wherex-and-/are spatialand temporalcoordinates,/(r) is
the
in Fig. 10. The probability density function distribution of the spatialdistributionof a certainfluid quantity, U" is the convec_
modulationamplitude6u_^*has been calculatedand the result tion velocity, andf (U"t) is the temporatdistriUutionderived
is shormrin Fig. 8. The predictionbasedon the forementioned from/(.r).
model is also indicated in the figure and there is reasonable
Typical velocity time evolutionsignalsas seenby the imagi_
agreementbetweenthe model and the data.
nary stationary.
probesplacedat the centreof a positive vortix
passing,
(1.e..
it
wrrn
should
posltlve
be
noted
vorticity), the centerof a negativevortex
that
it
is
possible
also
to
provide
. -In
informationon the inducedspanwisevelocity componentw.
In and the centroid of the vortex pair as shown in Figlg are plotted
a similar fashion,a parameter6w^ is dehnedin Fig. 6
to in Figs l0(a), (b), (c), and (d) wheretime i"ncreases
from
characterizethe inducedspanwisevelocity component.In this right to left correspondingto flow from left to right. The
arrival
:u.:,.th:.*"lningful velocity profile is takenfrom a slice (e.g., of_avortex pair in time is indicatedby the vertical dottedlines,
B-B in Fig. 6) throughthe cenireof the one of the two vortices. calculatedfrom the spatialpositionof the centroidof the
vortex
The result basedon the presentpIV measurement
pairs. A velocity spike clearly emergesat the time of arrival
is:
of
vortex pairs andthe fluctuationis maximumwhen the ,.probe;,
6w^ = 0'4luo
( s ) is located at the centroid of a vortex
pair. It is seenthat the
Joumal of Fluids Engineering
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The velocity spikes caused by the longitudinal vortices contribute to an increase in high frequency components in the flow's
kinetic energy spectrum. The amplitude of these spikes can be
estimated when the strengths of the longitudinal vortices are
known. The present paper provides a way to predict the amplitude of the spikes. It is recognised that in a real situation, the
longitudinal vortices are not located in a fixed spanwise position
(Wu et al., 1994a), instead they are being generated randomly
across the cylinder span. The velocity fluctuations associated
with the velocity spikes may look irregular for a stationary
probe.

velocity spikes Inducetl By
Longiludinal Vortices

tl

e
Fig. '11 Conceptual diagtam on the elfect of g€neration of velocity
spikes due to the action o{ the longitudinal vortices in a cylinder wake
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amplitudeof the velocity spike is very sensitiveto where the
'probe' is placed.The amplitudereducessubstantiallywhen the
probe is shifted away from the centroidof a vortex pair.
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Concluding Remarks
A digital Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) techniquehas
beenusedto measurethe velocity field in the wake of circular
in-planevelocity distributionsobcylinders.The instantaneous
tainedin a planeparallelto the cylinderaxis revealthe perturbations to the flow inducedby the inclined longitudinal vortices.
Pairsofthese vorticesalongthe cylinder spanhavebeenshown
to producethe mushroom-typestructuresin the streamlinepatterns. Spanwiseinstantaneousvelocity modulationsgenerated
by the longitudinalvorticesarepresented.A simplevortex-pair
model is suggestedto predict the modulationamplitudeand is
The mechanisms
found to agreewell with the measurements.
of velocity spikesare illustratedby using Taylor's hypothesis,
togetherwith data and correlationfor their characterisation.
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